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NEW MEXICO
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT

Cooperative Action for Native Species Recovery

Zuni bluehead sucker

Texas hornshell

Stephanie Carman and David Propst
4 May 2009
Western Division American Fisheries Society

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT
Sections 17-2-37 through 17-2-46 NMSA 1978
The legislature finds and declares that:
A. species of wildlife indigenous to the state that may be found to be threatened or endangered
should be managed to maintain and, to the extent possible, enhance their numbers within the
carrying capacity of the habitat;
B. the state should assist in the management of species of wildlife that are deemed to be endangered
elsewhere by prohibiting the taking, possession, transportation, exportation, processing, sale or
offering for sale or shipment within this state of species of wildlife listed on the United States lists
of endangered fish and wildlife, unless such actions will assist in preserving or propagating the
species;
C. adequate funding should be made available to the department of game and fish by annual
appropriations from the general fund or from other sources separate and apart from the game
protection fund for management of threatened or endangered species; and
D. because the management and recovery of threatened or endangered species are the responsibility
of and a benefit to all of society, the costs of management and recovery should be the
responsibility of all sectors of society, and those costs should be minimized and should be borne
by federal, state and local governments with contributions from the private sector.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT
- Listing procedures
- Recovery procedures
- Biennial Review

- Management programs
- Enforcement

Zuni bluehead sucker in the Rio Nutria
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WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT
NMSA Section 17-2-40.1 Recovery plans; procedures
• All state threatened and endangered species within
a year of listing
• Multi-species plans encouraged
• Distinct from any formal federal process, no critical
habitat etc. - all voluntary

RECOVERY PLAN OBJECTIVES
• Restore and maintain viable population
and habitat to lead to delisting
• Identify social and economic benefits
of improving the status of the species
Rio Nutria, home of the
Zuni bluehead sucker

• Attempt to avoid or mitigate adverse social or economic
impacts, if necessary
• Use volunteer efforts and existing resources where
possible

RECOVERY PLAN PROCEDURES
• Public information meetings
• Recovery plan advisory
committee
• Advisory committee provides input on biological,
social and economic factors
• State Game Commission has final approval for
recovery plan

WHAT A RECOVERY PLAN
CAN DO
• Cooperatively provide security for a species
– Avoid further declines and legal protections

• Encourage voluntary habitat improvements
– Funding programs available

• Avoid duplicative efforts
– Work with local,
state, federal
agencies to
coordinate actions
young gray redhorse
NM Endangered

WHAT A RECOVERY PLAN
CANNOT DO
• Restrict landowner activities
• Force measures upon
landowners
• Implement itself
• Work without cooperation

Black River, Eddy Co. – area of
high diversity of imperiled species

REAL WORLD EXPERIENCES
Zuni bluehead sucker
Chupadera springsnail
Texas hornshell
Pecos River suckers

ZUNI BLUEHEAD SUCKER
• Restricted to about 9 miles in eastern NM
• Recovery process began in 2003

ZUNI BLUEHEAD SUCKER
• Ownership is checkerboard: private, tribal, federal

ZUNI BLUEHEAD SUCKER
• Cooperation was present
• Access to populations
• Receptive land managers

Reproductive Male
Tampico Draw in the
Rio Nutria Preserve

ZUNI BLUEHEAD SUCKER
Underway: habitat improvement, genetic studies, population
monitoring, nonnative removal, conservation purchases
Proud Biologist

Multiagency Monitoring

Upper Rio Nutria – latest
addition to the TNC Preserve

CHUPADERA SPRINGSNAIL
• Recovery plan began in 2004
• Restricted to 1 spring in central New Mexico
• Ownership has transferred several times
– Historically a family ranch
– Currently in a large home development

CHUPADERA SPRINGSNAIL
• Landowner not interested in cooperation
• Access denied
• Recovery planning failed

Springsnail Habitat

TEXAS HORNSHELL

Adult Texas hornshell

TEXAS HORNSHELL
- Recovery Plan completed in 2007
- Only occurs on private land

TEXAS HORNSHELL
Relationships with landowners is the key

Black River, home of
Texas hornshell

TEXAS HORNSHELL

BLUE SUCKER & GRAY REDHORSE
Blue sucker from the
Black River

Gray redhorse from the
Pecos River

BLUE SUCKER & GRAY REDHORSE

Sucker Habitat in the
Pecos River

DOES WCA WORK FOR RECOVERY?
• Yes
– Landowners are
cooperative
– Landowners are wary of
government intervention

• No
– Landowners are not
cooperative
– Managers have higher
priorities

Zuni bluehead sucker
habitat headwaters

THANK YOU

Zuni bluehead sucker
habitat headwaters

